
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of associate quality assurance
associate. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for associate quality assurance associate

Uses customer service expertise to assess existing practices and procedures
for achieving and sustaining superior quality assurance
Drive best practices throughout our software development process that will
improve overall software quality
Provide guidance in the creation of standard test environments, test plans
and test scripts
The QA Associate is responsible for measuring employee performance by
monitoring recorded customer interactions and to review employee email
interactions with prospects by applying a standardized scoring system, as laid
out in the QA Scoring and Coaching Program
Responsible for aggregating scoring results, conducting analysis and
processing raw data into presentable format that provides critical insight into
customer service performance
Assist with creating and coordinating a recognition program to celebrate
great calls by reinforcing behaviors, and to correct poor call performance, in a
way that encourages Representative participation and buy-in
Work as needed with QA Manager to develop coaching and training
materials
Assists with development and ongoing refinement of QA Team activities
Development, enhancement and maintenance of an in-house automate test
system
Writing code, designing and developing test suites and testing tools to test

Example of Associate Quality Assurance Associate Job
Description
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Qualifications for associate quality assurance associate

Experience with Quality Assurance oversight and support for all phases of
clinical trials and commercial API
Knowledge and experience with GMP, ICH Q7, and 21 CFR Part 11
Experience with Microsoft Office and other computer software such as
Trackwise, MasterControl or other EDMS
Flexibility for changes in work priorities
Actively participates in company cultural programs including but not limited
to safety, quality and accountability
Degree in Engineering (Industrial, Mechanical, Biomedical, ) or Quality


